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88
Understanding the changing spatial receptive fields and response properties of RGCs due 89 to these morphological, synaptic, and intrinsic changes during the two weeks after eye opening is 90 important because this time forms a critical period for development in the higher visual centers, 
Materials and Methods
102
Animals
C57Bl6 wild-type mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory or from Charles-
104
River. These mice were bred up to three generations in our animal facility. array of 60 planar electrodes, each 10 µm in diameter and spaced 100 µm apart in eight rows.
125
The electrodes were opaque, but the connecting wires were made of transparent indium tin oxide 
197
Sequences of Gaussian white-noise checkerboard images drove the spiking of RGCs.
198
The top panel of Figure 1A shows an example image sequence. The most effective stimulus was defines a curve that describes the temporal response profile of the excitatory center (Fig. 1B) .
204
The contrast of the STAs across the different ages. These same maps are shown in Figure 1D , with 
232
Moreover, a significant amount of the total decrease in diameter (~60%) to the adult value 233 occurred within three days of eye opening. Among the OFF RGCs, the decrease in diameter was 234 not significant between P13-14 and P16-17 but was significant between these two ages and P30- A given area or distance of the receptive field as measured in vitro on the retina will 242 collect light from different amounts of the visual field in vivo depending on the total retinal area.
243
The retina expands in area during development as the eyeball grows. Therefore, we converted The linear filter defines the stimulus time-course that best drives RGC spiking. We 
331
Latencies were longest at eye opening, became significantly shorter by P16-17, and became
332
shorter still by P30-39 (Fig. 4) . In OFF RGCs, much of this decrease in latency occurs by P16-17. While the distribution shape of latencies for ON cells remains constant from P13-14 to P30-334 39 (Fig. 4A) , the distribution for OFF cells shows a wider range at young ages that progressively 335 narrows (Fig. 4B) . The average latencies for ON and OFF RGC responses, respectively, were
336
(in msec ± SEM): 322 ± 3.1 and 448 ± 10 (P13-14), 272 ± 1.7 and 313 ± 5.0 (P16-17), and 259
337
± 2.4 and 265 ± 2.9 (P30-39) (Fig. 4C) . Thus, our data shows that latency quickly shortens and higher contrast stimuli to evoke firing.
348
We calculated the overall amplitudes of the filter (the STA contrast) and found that they Figure 1D as a 387 slight halo of opposing contrast surrounding the center.) Thus, the higher contrast of the RGC 388 linear filters appears due to an increase in RGC responsiveness.
390
Repetitive spiking in young RGCs alters linear filter shape
391
At P13-14 and P16-17, several retinas had linear filters with substantial oscillations.
392
Examples of these filters along with their fits used for parameter calculation are shown in Figure   393 6A and B (left panels). Auto-correlations of the spike trains for these cells revealed large peaks 394 falling at intervals of approximately 400-450 msec ( Fig. 6A and B, right panels). This means 395 that a light-evoked spike tended to be followed by another spike about 400-450 msec later. The 396 1 sec sequence of images preceding one of these following spikes will thus include the images 397 that caused the RGC to fire the initial spike; these images will appear shifted in time by the 400-398 450 msec interval. When all of the image sequences for one of these RGC's spikes are averaged,
399
these shifted images will appear as a peak in the linear filter shifter earlier in time. Thus, 400 oscillations in the linear filter arise from the fact that a spike driven by the white-noise stimulus 401 image sequence was likely to be followed by another spike at this interval. This accounts for the 402 multiple positive peaks in the linear filter shown in Fig. 6A 
433
Linear filters from some retinas at the two younger ages, but not at the mature ages, had 434 additional peaks that were a result of oscillatory activity at a frequency of ~2.5 Hz. Some retinas 435 at the younger ages thus exhibit a strong tendency to spike at that interval in our recording The RGCs recorded by the MEA and analyzed in our study were necessarily only those 
487
This vertical shift in the IPL has profound functional implications for RGC function.
488
RGCs collect excitatory input from bipolar cell axon terminals and these terminals stratify in 
